The dynamics of many calculi can be most clearly de ned by a reduction semantics. To work with a calculus, however, an understanding of operational congruences is fundamental; these can often be given tractable de nitions or characterisations using a labelled transition semantics. This paper considers calculi with arbitrary reduction semantics of three simple classes, rstly ground term rewriting, then left-linear term rewriting, and then a class which is essentially the action calculi lacking substantive name binding. General de nitions of labelled transitions are given in each case, uniformly in the set of rewrite rules, and without requiring the prescription of additional notions of observation. They give rise to bisimulation congruences. As a test of the theory it is shown that bisimulation for a fragment of CCS is recovered. The transitions generated for a fragment of the Ambient Calculus of Cardelli and Gordon, and for SKI combinators, are also discussed brie y.
Introduction
The dynamic behaviour of many calculi can be de ned most clearly by a reduction semantics, comprising a set of rewrite rules, a set of reduction contexts in which they may be applied, and a structural congruence. These de ne the atomic internal reduction steps of terms. To work with a calculus, however, a compositional understanding of the behaviour of arbitrary subterms, as given by some operational congruence relation, is usually required. The literature contains investigations of such congruences for a large number of particular calculi. They are often given tractable de nitions or characterisations via labelled transition relations, capturing the potential external interactions between subterms and their environments. De ning labelled transitions that give rise to satisfactory operational congruences generally requires some mix of calculus-speci c ingenuity and routine work.
In this paper the problem is addressed for arbitrary calculi of certain simple forms. We give general de nitions of labelled transitions that depend only on a reduction semantics, without requiring any additional observations to be prescribed. We rst consider term rewriting, with ground or left-linear rules, over an arbitrary signature but without a structural congruence. We then consider calculi with arbitrary signatures containing symbols 0 and j, a structural congruence consisting of associativity, commutativity and unit, left-linear rules, and non-trivial sets of reduction contexts. This su ces, for example, to express CCS-style synchronisation. It is essentially the same as the 1 INTRODUCTION class of Action Calculi in which all controls have arity 0 !0 and take some number of arguments of arity 0 !0. In each case we de ne labelled transitions, prove that bisimulation is a congruence and give some comparison results.
Background: From reductions to labelled transitions to reductions... De nitions of the dynamics (or small-step operational semantics) of lambda calculi and sequential programming languages have commonly been given as reduction relations. The -calculus has the rewrite rule ( x:M)N?!M N=x] of reduction, which can be applied in any context. For programming languages, some control of the order of evaluation is usually required. This has been done with abstract machines, in which the states, and reductions between them, are ad-hoc mathematical objects. More elegantly, one can give de nitions in the structural operational semantics (SOS) style of Plotkin Plo81] ; here the states are terms of the language (sometimes augmented by e.g. a store), the reductions are given by a syntax-directed inductive de nition. Explicit reformulations using rewrite rules and reduction contexts were rst given by Felleisen and Friedman FF86] . (We neglect semantics in the big-step/evaluation/natural style.)
In contrast, until recently, de nitions of operational semantics for process calculi have been primarily given as labelled transition relations. The central reason for the di erence is not mathematical, but that lambda and process terms have had quite di erent intended interpretations. The standard interpretation of lambda terms and functional programs is that they specify computations which may either not terminate, or terminate with some result that cannot reduce further. Conuence properties ensure that such result terms are unique if they exist; they can implicitly be examined, either up to equality or up to a coarser notion. The theory of processes, however, inherits from automata theory the view that process terms may both reduce internally and interact with their environments; labelled transitions allow these interactions to be expressed. Reductions may create or destroy potential interactions. Termination of processes is usually not a central concept, and the structure of terms, even of terms that cannot reduce, is not considered examinable.
An additional, more technical, reason is that de nitions of the reductions for a process calculus require either auxiliary labelled transition relations or a non-trivial structural congruence. For example, consider the CCS fragment below. P ::= 0 :P :P P j P 2 A
Its standard semantics has reductions P?!Q but also labelled transitions P ?!Q and P ?!Q.
These represent the potentials that P has for synchronising on . They can be de ned by an SOS Out :P ?!P In :P ?!P Com P ?!P 0 Q ?!Q 0 P j Q?!P 0 j Q 0 Com 0 P ?!P 0 Q ?!Q 0 P j Q?!P 0 j Q 0 :P j :Q?!P jQ, the set of reduction contexts given by C ::= C j P P j C and the structural congruence de ned to be the least congruence satisfying P P j 0, P jQ Q jP and P j(Q jR) (P j Q) j R. Turning to operational congruences, for con uent calculi the de nition of an appropriate operational congruence is relatively straightforward, even in the (usual) case where the dynamics is expressed as a reduction relation. For example, for a simple eager functional programming language, with a base type Int of integers, terminated states of programs of type Int are clearly observable up to equality. These basic observations can be used to de ne a Morris-style operational congruence. Several authors have considered tractable characterisations of these congruences in terms of bisimulation { see e.g. How89, AO93, Gor95] and the references therein, and GR96] for related work on an object calculus.
For non-con uent calculi the situation is more problematic { process calculi having labelled transition semantics have been equipped with a plethora of di erent operational equivalences, whereas rather few styles of de nition have been proposed for those having reduction semantics. In the labelled transition case there are many more-or-less plausible notions of observation, di ering e.g. in their treatment of linear/branching time, of internal reductions, of termination and divergence, etc. Some of the space is illustrated in the surveys of van Glabbeek Gla90, Gla93] . The di culty here is to select a notion that is appropriate for a particular application; one attempt is in Sew97]. In the reduction case we have the converse problem { a reduction relation does not of itself seem to support any notion of observation that gives rise to a satisfactory operational congruence. This was explicitly addressed for CCS and -calculi by Milner ...to labelled transitions Summarizing, de nitions of operational congruences, for calculi having reduction semantics, have generally been based either on observation of terminated states, in the con uent case, or on observation of some barbs, where a natural de nition of these exists. In either case, characterisations of the congruences in terms of labelled transitions, involving as little quanti cation over contexts as possible, are desirable. Moreover, some reasonable calculi may not have a natural de nition of barb that induces an appropriate congruence.
In this paper we show that labelled transitions that give rise to bisimulation congruences can be de ned purely from the reduction semantics of a calculus, without prescribing any additional observations. It is preliminary work, in that only simple classes of reduction semantics, not involving name or variable binding, will be considered. As a test of the de nitions we show that they recover the usual bisimulation on the CCS fragment above. We also discuss term rewriting and a fragment of the Ambient calculus of Cardelli and Gordon. To directly express the semantics of more interesting calculi requires a richer framework. One must deal with binding, with rewrite rules involving term or name substitutions, with a structural congruence that allows scope mobility, and with more delicate sets of reduction contexts. The Action Calculi of Milner Mil96] are a candidate framework that allows several of the calculi mentioned above to be de ned cleanly; this work can be seen as a step towards understanding operational congruences for arbitrary action calculi.
Labelled transitions intuitively capture the possible interactions between a term and a surrounding context. Here this is made explicit { the labels of transitions from a term s will be contexts that, when applied to s, create an occurrence of a rewrite rule. A similar approach has been followed by 
Ground term rewriting
In this section we consider one of the simplest possible classes of reduction semantics, that of ground term rewriting. The de nitions and proofs are here rather straightforward, but provide a guide to those in the following two sections.
Reductions We take a signature consisting of a set of function symbols, ranged over by , and an arity function j j from to N. Context composition and application of contexts to (tuples of) terms are written A : B and A : s, the identity context as and tupling with +. We say an n-hole context is linear if it has exactly one occurrence of each of its holes. In this section a; b; l; r; s; t range over terms, A; B; C; D; F; H range over linear unary contexts and E ranges over linear binary contexts.
We take a set R of rewrite rules, each consisting of a pair hl; ri of terms. The reduction relation It is given some detail as a guide to the more intricate corresponding proofs in the following two sections, which have the same structure. Three lemmas (2{4) show how contexts in labels and in the sources of transitions interrelate; they are proved by case analysis using a dissection lemma which is standard folklore. for unary linear contexts F. Note that these are de ned using only the reduction relation, whereas the de nition above involved the reduction rules. Let alt be strong bisimulation with respect to these transitions. One can show that alt is a congruence and moreover is una ected by cutting down the label set to that considered above. In general alt is strictly coarser than . For an example of the non-inclusion, if the signature consists of constants ; and a unary symbol with reduction rules ?! , ?! and ( )?! , then 6 whereas alt . This insensitivity to the possible interactions of terms that have internal transitions suggests that the analogue of alt , in more expressive settings, is unlikely to coincide with standard bisimulations for particular calculi. Indeed, one can show that applying the alternative de nition to the fragment of CCS P ::= 0 P jP 2 A (with its usual reduction relation) gives an equivalence that identi es j with j .
Remark In the proofs of Lemmas 2{4 the labelled transition exhibited for the conclusion involves the same rewrite rule as the transition in the premise. One could therefore take the ner transitions F ?! hl;ri , annotated by rewrite rules, and still have a congruence result. In some cases this gives a ner bisimulation relation.
Remark The labelled transition relation is linear in R, i.e. the labelled transitions generated by a union R 1 R 2 of sets of rewrite rules are just the union of the relations generated by R 1 and R 2 .
3 Term rewriting with left-linear rules
In this section the de nitions are generalised to left-linear term rewriting, as a second step towards a framework expressive enough for simple process calculi.
Notation In the next two sections we must consider more complex dissections of contexts and terms. It is convenient to treat contexts and terms uniformly, working with n-tuples of m-hole contexts for m; n 0. Concretely, we work in the category C that has the natural numbers as Remark Many slight variations of C are possible. We have chosen to take the objects to be natural numbers, instead of nite sets of variables, to give a lighter notation for labels. The concrete syntax is chosen so that morphisms from 0 to 1 are exactly the standard terms over , modulo elision of the angle brackets and subscript 0.
Reductions The usual notion of left-linear term rewriting is now expressible as follows. We take a set R of rewrite rules, each consisting of a triple hn; L; Ri where n 0, L : n !1 is linear and R : n ! 1. The reduction relation over f s j s : 0 !1 g is then de ned by ?! 1 together with some permutation instances of these and the reductions ?!. The signi cance of and here is unclear. Note that the rules are not right-a ne, so Theorem 2 does not guarantee that is a congruence. It is quite intensional, being sensitive to the number of arguments that can be consumed immediately by a term. For example, K (K s) 6 S (K (K s)).
4 Term rewriting with left-linear rules, parallel and boxing
In this section we extend the setting to one su ciently expressive to de ne the reduction relations of simple process calculi. We suppose the signature includes binary and nullary symbols j and 0, for parallel and nil, and take a structural congruence generated by associativity, commutativity and identity axioms. Parallel will be written in x. The reduction rules R are as before. We now allow symbols to be boxing, i.e. to inhibit reduction in their arguments. For each 2 we suppose given a set B( ) f1; : : : ; j jg de ning the argument positions where reduction may take place. We require B(j) = f1; 2g. The reduction contexts C f C j C : 1 !1 linear g are generated by id 1 2 C i 2 B( ) hai 1 2 C h (s 1 ; : : : ; s i?1 ; a; s i+1 ; : : : ; s j j )i 1 2 C Formally, structural congruence is de ned over all morphisms of C as follows. It is a family of relations indexed by domain and codomain arities; the indexes will usually be elided. ?! j r Finally, the existence of rules in which arguments occur in parallel with non-trivial terms means that we must deal with partially instantiated arguments. Consider the rule ( ( 1 ) j 3 ; 2 )?!R The term ( ) j could be placed in any context ( j s; t) to create an instance of the left hand side, with (from the term) instantiating 1 , t (from the context) instantiating 2 , and j s (from both) instantiating 3 . There will be a labelled transition ( ) j ( j 2; 1) ?! R : h ; 1 ; j 2 i 2 parametric in two places but partially instantiating the second by . The general de nition of transitions is given in Figure 2 . It uses additional notation { we write par n for h 1 j(: : : j n )i n : n !1 and ppar n for h 1 j n+1 ; : : : ; n j n+n i n+n : n + n !n. Some parts of the de nition are illustrated in Figure 3 , in which rectangles denote contexts and terms, triangles denote instances of par, and hatched triangles denote instances of ppar.
To a rst approximation, the de nition for F deep in 1 states that s F ?!T i there is a rule L?!R such that L can be factored into L 2 (with m 2 arguments) enclosing L 1 (with m 1 arguments) in parallel with m 3 arguments. The source s is L 1 instantiated by u, in parallel with e; the label F is roughly L 2 ; the target T is R with m 1 arguments instantiated by u and m 3 partially instantiated by e. It is worth noting that the non-identity labelled transitions do not depend on the set of reduction contexts.
The intended intuition is that the labelled transition relations provide just enough information so that the reductions of a term A : s are determined by the labelled transitions of s and the structure of A, which is the main property required for a congruence proof. A precise result, showing that the labelled transitions provide no extraneous information, would be desirable.
Bisimulation Congruence Bisimulation is de ned exactly as in the previous section. As before, the congruence proof requires dissection lemmas, analogous to Lemmas 1 and 6, lemmas
showing that if A : s has a transition then s has a related transition, analogous to Lemmas 2,3 and 7,8, and partial converses to these, analogous to Lemmas 4 and 9. All except the main dissection lemma are omitted here, but can be found in the long version. Remark The de nitions allow only rather crude speci cations of the set C of reduction contexts. They ensure that C has a number of closure properties. Some reduction semantics require more delicate sets of reduction contexts. For example, for a list cons constructor one might want to allow cons( ; e) and cons(v; ) where v is taken from some given set of values. This would require a non-trivial generalisation of the theory. Proof Write std for the standard bisimulation over the labelled transitions of Section 1. To show std is a bisimulation for the contextual labelled transitions, suppose P std P 0 and P j : 1 ?! T. There must exist u and r such that P :u j r and T u j 1 j r, but then P ?! u jr, so there exists Q 0 such that P 0 ?!Q 0 std u j r. There must then exist u 0 and r 0 such that P 0 :u 0 j r 0 and Q u 0 j r 0 , hence P 0 j : 1 ?! u 0 j 1 j r 0 . Using the fact that std is a congruence we have 8s : u j s jr std u 0 j s jr so T std ] u 0 j 1 j r 0 .
For the converse, suppose P P 0 and P ?!Q. There must exist u and r such that P :u j r and Q u jr, but then P j : 1 ?! u j 1 j r, so there exists T 0 such that P 0 j : 1 ?! T 0^( u j 1 j r) ] T 0 . There must then exist u 0 and r 0 such that P 0 :u 0 j r 0 and T 0 u 0 j 1 j r 0 , hence P 0 ?!u 0 j r 0 . By the de nition of ] we have P 0 u j 0 jr u 0 j 0 jr 0 .
The standard transitions coincide (modulo structural congruence) with the contextual labelled transitions with their parameter instantiated by 0. One might look for general conditions on R under which bisimulation over such 0-instantiated transitions is already a congruence, and coincides with .
Example { Ambient movement The CCS fragment is degenerate in several respects { in the left hand side of the rewrite rule there are no nested non-parallel symbols and no parameters in parallel with any non-0 term, so there are no deep transitions and no partial instantiations. As a less degenerate example we consider a fragment of the Ambient Calculus CG98] without binding. We have given general de nitions of contextual labelled transitions, and bisimulation congruence results, for three simple classes of reduction semantics. It is preliminary work { the de nitions may inform work on particular interesting calculi, but to directly apply the results they must be generalized to more expressive classes of reduction semantics. Several directions suggest themselves.
Higher order rewriting Functional programming languages can generally be equipped with straightforward de nitions of operational congruence, involving quanti cation over contexts. As discussed in the introduction, in several cases these have been given tractable characterisations in terms of bisimulation. One might generalise the term rewriting case of Section 3 to some notion of higher order rewriting vR96] equipped with non-trivial sets of reduction contexts, to investigate the extent to which this can be done uniformly.
Name binding To express calculi with mobile scopes, such as the -calculus and its descendants, one requires a syntax with name binding, and a structural congruence allowing scope extrusion. Generalising the de nitions of Section 4 to the class of all non-higher-order action calculi would take in a number of examples, some of which currently lack satisfactory operational congruences, and should show how the indexed structure of labelled transitions arises from the rewrite rules and structural congruence. Ultimately one would like to treat concurrent functional languages. In particluar cases it has been shown that one can de ne labelled transitions that give rise to bisimulation congruences, e.g. by Ferreira, Hennessy and Je rey for Core CML FHJ96] . To express the reduction semantics of such languages would require both higher order rules and a rich structural congruence.
Colouring The de nition of labelled transitions in Section 4 is rather intricate { for tractable generalisations, to more expressive settings, one would like a more concise characterisation. A promising approach seems to be to work with coloured terms, in which each symbol except j and 0 is given a tag from a set of colours. This gives a notion of occurrence of a symbol in a term that is preserved by structural congruence and context application, and hence provides a di erent way of formalising the idea that the label of a transition s F ?!T must be part of a redex within F : s.
Observational congruences We have focussed on strong bisimulation, which is a very intensional equivalence. It would be interesting to know the extent to which congruence proofs can be given uniformly for equivalences that abstract from branching time, internal reductions etc. More particularly, one would like to know whether Theorem 2 holds without the restriction to right-a ne rewrite rules. One can de ne barbs for an arbitrary calculus by s # () 9F 6 id 1 ; T : s F ?!T, so s # i s has some potential interaction with a context. Conditions under which this barbed bisimulation congruence coincides with could provide a useful test of the expressiveness of calculi.
Structural operational semantics Our de nitions of labelled transition relations are not inductive on term structure. Several authors have considered calculi equipped with labelled transitions de ned by an SOS in some well-behaved format, e.g. dS85, BIM95, GV92, GM98, TP97, Ber98].
The relationship between the two is unclear { one would like conditions on rewrite rules that ensure the labelled transitions of Section 4 are de nable by a functorial operational semantics TP97]. Conversely, one would like conditions on an SOS ensuring that it is characterised by a reduction semantics.
